Decorative Glass

To add style and elegance to your home

Decorative glass has been used through the ages to provide windows and doors with beauty, style and elegance – and the timeless craft has been revived over the last two decades as modern home owners have discovered its ability to add character and charm to a property.

Whether you live in a modern town house, a traditional suburban home, or a country cottage, there are a variety of different Decorative Glass products in the Pilkington product portfolio that combine leading-edge technology and traditional craftwork to breathe life into a home. And whilst these designs provide an attractive addition to any property, they can be combined with a range of glasses to provide safety, security and thermal insulation.

The images in this brochure represent a selection of our most popular designs in the Pilkington Decorative Glass range. For further inspiration, visit our website pilkington.co.uk/decoration, or talk to your glazing supplier about the full range of options including bespoke designs.
Bevelled glass from the Pilkington range incorporates 5mm glass multifaceted pieces, clusters and shapes which refract and reflect light to create a constant interplay of movement. Incorporating ‘prism’ designs, the glass facets greatly enhance the effect of light in the home, creating an environment of the homeowner’s design.
A selection of our most popular designs. Speak to your glazing supplier for a full range of options or bespoke designs.
Laced doors and fanlights

Perfect for both modern houses and well-established properties, our laced designs can be used to add tasteful elegance to a home. The designs are manufactured using a decorative glass technique known as ‘overlay’, whereby all the materials are applied to the outer leaf of the insulating glass unit, creating a truly modern version of laced glass that features greater strength and insulation than traditional stained glass.
A selection of our most popular designs. Speak to your glazing supplier for a full range of options or bespoke designs.
Leaded window patterns

We also offer homeowners an extensive range of exclusive leaded designs, both modern and traditional. The various patterns add a degree of style and class to complement their surroundings. The lead bars sit on the external pane of glass.
A selection of our most popular designs. Speak to your glazing supplier for a full range of options or bespoke designs.
Georgian window patterns

Georgian Bars remain a popular choice for both traditional and modern properties adding style to any home. The Georgian bars comprise white PVC-U inserts between the two panes of glass. Speak to your installer for the options available.

Cambridge Curve
(Curved bar)

Georgian
(Standard bar)

Oxford Arch
(Arch top)

Wiltshire
(Sunburst)

A selection of our most popular designs. Speak to your glazing supplier for a full range of options or bespoke designs.
Yesterday’s Design with Today’s Performance

Over the years, many customers have asked us to replace original lead lights with modern ‘overlay’ designs. Working with sensitivity and incredible skill, our craftsman have the ability to restore your original window to its former glory. With an extensive range of colours, textures and glass shapes at our disposal, we can create identical overlays to blend harmoniously with your existing stained glass windows or to create accurate replacements.
This publication provides only a general description of the products. Further, more detailed, information may be obtained from your local supplier of Pilkington products. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the use of these products is appropriate for any particular application and that such use complies with all relevant legislation, standards, codes of practice and other requirements. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd. and its subsidiary companies disclaim all liability for any error in or omission from this publication and for all consequences of relying on it. Pilkington, “Optiwhite” and “Suncool” are trademarks owned by Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd, or a subsidiary thereof.

CE marking confirms that a product complies with its relevant harmonised European Norm. The CE marking label for each product, including declared values, can be found at www.pilkington.com/CE
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